Subject: We are proud to award you the Senior Member status in the EAI Community

Date: Monday, 23 November 2020 at 16.48.24 Central European Standard Time

From: EAI Community

To: Anthony Lewis Brooks

Dear Anthony,

On behalf of the President of EAI, we would like to thank you for your contributions to the EAI Community in the year 2019 and beyond, as your expertise and effort helped set the high norm for all EAI research venues.

You are among the first class of 2304 EAI Senior Members who have been nominated on the basis of the quality of their contributions as displayed by their EAI Index. Your submissions and/or reviews in the calendar year of 2019 have accrued enough credits toward your EAI Index to earn you the place among the top 1% in the EAI Community.

***

In recognition of your outstanding technical expertise, we are proud to award you the Senior Member status in the EAI Community.

To view the full breakdown of your credit gains per activity, go to your EAI Profile and click the "History" link in the top right corner below your EAI Index total.

***

We hope that this recognition will inspire and engage all members of the EAI Community in support of our mission to bridge research efforts between all regions of the world in the spirit of collaboration and fair credit-based recognition.

We will announce your class of EAI Senior Members later this week - on November 26th - to the entire EAI Community and to the world.

***

What is next?

You may have missed an EAI Distinguished Member nomination by a very thin margin. In the EAI Distinguished Members Class of 2020, 49 EAI Index credits were sufficient for a nomination, followed by an evaluation with a focus on technical qualifications that primarily comprise of authoring research papers as the crucial contributing factor.

EAI nominates Distinguished Members annually based on credits gained in a single calendar year - try breaking the threshold in the following years!

***
And lastly, our user database displays your affiliation as follows: Aalborg University

Since this affiliation will be next to your name in the public record, please let us know in case it is inaccurate or outdated by replying to this email.

Let me congratulate you once again and I hope to hear from you soon.

Best regards,

Michal Dudic
Community Manager | EAI - European Alliance for Innovation
michal.dudic@eai.eu
https://eai.eu/